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Carla's Comments
Carla MacDonald

Hi Everyone!

Well, I can barely see my pond and yard for all the snow.  I know I 
will be complaining that it's too hot in July sometime.  I will try to 
look back and remember this day.

At the last meeting we did a small survey to see what you like and 
what we can do better at the HDAS.  One of the suggestions was to 
get the meetings started on time.  We do our best to start at 7:30 but 
often it is felt that not everyone is there and many would miss part 
of the meeting.  We are going to try to get the meetings started on 
time at the upcoming meeting.

There is some exciting events scheduled at the HDAS in the next 
few months.  To start with I'd like to thank Bob Wright for his 
program last month on his trip to Nevada.  Our program this month 
is on "Seahorses."  I'm looking forward to this presentation.  The 
March program is "setting up a Reef Tank."  Some of you have 
signed up for the Home Show in April.  There is still lots of time to 
sign up for the Home Show.  We will also have a presentation on 
the CARES program.

The spring auction is set for Sunday March 6 at the Canadian Legion 
in Waterdown.  Have you checked out your tanks or gently used fish 
related items to see what you can sell or need to purchase.  Come 
visit us, make some purchases or give 
us a hand.

A trip to the Toronto Zoo is planned 
for Sunday June 12.  A behind the 
scenes tour is being arranged in the 
Aquarium areas.  Please sign up 
for this trip if you are interested in 
attending. The Third Annual HDAS 
Pond Tour is being scheduled for 
Sunday July 10th.  The ponds should 
be in great colour.

Happy Valentines to all, 

Carla
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Preventing Fish Loss
Charles Drew

The greatest hurdle that the hobbyist comes across is fish loss. It is 
the main reason many people do not keep their fish tanks for very 
long. What most if not all dealers don’t tell you when you buy that 
fist 55 gallon kit is that you should also be buying a 5 or 10 gallon 
tank kit to use for quarantining your newly purchased fish. All fish 
carry bacteria and disease spores of one kind or another. You can 
have a tank of perfectly healthy fish and you add just one new fish 
that has just come from a dealer tank that looks perfectly healthy 
and in only a few days your healthy established fish will often start 
to die one at a time. Often they will show no sign of any disease. 

This we know as the new fish syndrome. Sometimes a tank 
treatment with medication will stop the problem but often it is too 
late. Sometimes the new fish bring in Ich or fungus that infects the 
whole tank killing the new addition as well as established fish. Most 
medications that dye the water do the most good in curing disease 
but will destroy the plants in a planted tank in only a few hours. 

The best way to prevent loss is to quarantine your fish. A bare 5 or 
10 gallon tank should be filled with aged water preferably from the 
tank where your new fish will eventually be placed. Add a  box or 
sponge filter and a heater set for the preferred temperature of the 
fish that you are going to quarantine. A glass cover to prevent them 
from jumping out is needed. A lit canopy is unnecessary. Stores will 
tell you to float the bag to equal temperature. Unless there is a large 
difference in temperature it is unimportant. The big culprit is pH. A 
fish can go from alkaline water to an acid condition with no problem. 
But to bring them the same difference back from acid to alkaline can 
be an instant death sentence. 

Therefore the first thing to do is to place the new fish in a pail with 
their store water and check the pH. If you do not have a test kit or 
meter it does not really matter as you should go by the following 
steps anyway. Now the fish are in a pail just add a cup of water from 
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the quarantine tank every fifteen minutes until the volume has been 
increased three or four times. Finally the fish should be netted and 
placed in the quarantine tank. A few drops of a mild medication 
such as Aquarisol can also be added. The fish should be kept in this 
tank for three weeks as it can take that long for a disease to develop. 
If they survive the three weeks without any problems they can then 
be introduced into your community aquarium.

The stores have just as many problems as the home aquarist. The 
central filtration systems can be more trouble than what they are 
worth. The slow trickle systems seem to work the best whereas 
the faster high volume systems may produce cleaner tanks but fail 
to keep many fish happy. The UV tubes that are supposed to kill 
bacteria and disease can kill even the beneficial bacteria. They are 
expensive and have a life of less than a year.

When fish arrive at the wholesaler or are brought in by a dealer or 
his trans shipper they are often in an awful condition. They have not 
been fed for several days so that their waste will be minimum. They 
are crowded beyond belief to offset the high cost of shipping. They 
arrive hungry, cold and suffering from ammonium nitrate that burns 
their fins, gills and poisons their whole system. The care they receive 
on their arrival can return them to a health condition or make them 
a weak sickly fish with a short life span. It is nearly impossible for 
most fish to regain their full strength and health as very few stores 
feed them properly and some not at all. 

Most fish store managers I am sure have never heard the term New 
Fish Syndrome. I see it happen all the time in their stores but they 
never clue in. Most tanks are set up in banks with 4 or more tanks 
on a system. A new box of fish comes in and they are often mixed 
with fish that have been in for several weeks and are looking good. 
A day or two later the whole tank is sick. Even if they are put in an 
empty tank and it is not isolated from the system all the tanks on 
that system can be hit with disease. 

The stores would have a lot less loss if new fish were not put on a 
system where they or their water could not come in contact with 
established stock. There are a few stores in the USA where the fish 
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are kept out of sight in a quarantine area until they are deemed ready 
for sale. Only then are they moved to a sales tank. In one particular 
store I have never seen a sick fish in their tanks. Any fish tank that 
come down with a sickness has the fish removed to a back room area 
and the tank is sterilized.

How to help cut down on new fish losses for the hobbyist is as simple 
as taking a close look at the fish you are buying. If the fish have just 
come in this week leave them until next week. There will usually 
still be some there if they do not all die. You can often ask the store 
manager to save the number you want for pick up the next week. If 
the tank is tinted it was probably medicated so hold off. If the fish 
are moving slow and are listless they could be coming down with 
disease. Look for white ich spots or tiny or large cottony fungus. If 
fish are very thin it is often best to leave them. Fish that have not 
eaten in a long time have often had their stomach shrink to a size 
where they can no longer accept food. Watch for deformed fish I 
have often seen deformed spines or fins. If in doubt it is best to leave 
them you may have to travel a bit further to find healthy fish of the 
variety that you are looking for but it is well worth it.
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Apistogramma Barlowi, The Mouthbrooding 
Apisto

Jessica Bullock

Apistogramma barlowi is a pretty little fish from Northern Peru.  
It is found in "Tierra tipica" Northwest of Pebas, in the Ampiyacu 
drainage system.  This fish was formally described by Uwe Romer 
and Ingo Hahn in 2008, who named it after the late George W. 
Barlow, a leading behavioural ichthyologist.  It was previously known 
to aquarists as Apistogramma sp. "breast band" and "Maulbruter".

The habitat of this fish is clear, fast flowing forest streams.  The water 
ranges from acidic to neutral in pH.  Fine white sand is found as 
their substrate with no notable vegetation, rocks, or pebbles.

The male of the species has a body colour ranging from light grey 
to metallic blue.  The second to sixth dorsal rays are extended and 
tipped in yellow.  This same yellow colouration can be seen on the 
cheek, anal fin, and lower half of the caudal fin.  The female is yellow 
with black markings, most notably a black breast band reaching from 
the pelvic fins to the midline of the fish.  

This is a deeper bodied fish than most apistos, the female becomes 
quite plump with maturity.  Barlowi is an average sized apisto with 
males reaching up to 3.5 inches and females 2.3 inches.  Unlike 
most apistos, the head of this fish accounts for 1/3 of the total body 
length.  It's enlarged mouth and massive jaws allow it to act as a 
mouthbrooder.  It feeds much like a Geophagus, sifting the sand for 
morsels of food such as detritus and small crustaceans.

I stumbled upon these apistos at the All Aquarium Catfish 
Convention 2010.  A vendor had a tank of wild specimens, from 
which I selected a pair.  This pair is now kept in a 15 gallon aquarium 
with 5 juvenile laser cories.  The tank is furnished with fine silica 
sand, a few small clay pots and java moss fills 2/3 of the tank.  As 
with most of my aquariums, an oversized sponge filter provides 
filtration and no canopy is used.  The temperature of the fish room is 
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constant at 80 Fahrenheit.

I keep the pair in a mix of 75% reverse osmosis water to 25% 
conditioned tapwater.  Water changes of 50% are carried out 
approximately twice a week.  I feed a wide variety of foods, including 
frozen cyclops,finely chopped mysis shrimp and NLS pellets.  They 
are an outgoing fish, constantly at the front of the aquarium searching 
(begging?) for food.

Although I have never seen the pair spawn, the female's change 
to bright yellow breeding dress is a dead giveaway that the act has 
occurred.   The pair spawn inside the small clay pots provided.  After 
approximately three days the eggs hatch, at which time the female 
takes them into her mouth.  The fry are kept well oxygenated, as she 
can be seen constantly swishing her mouthful of fry like one swishes 
mouthwash.

After 5-7 more days the fry are free swimming.  The female digs 
small pits in the sand where she deposits  the fry as she quickly 
feeds.  Fed on microworms and eventually baby brine shrimp, the 
fry outgrow their mother's mouth but remain under her excellent 
care.  The corydoras in my breeding tank are kept to the from 1/5th 
of the aquarium under the female's watchful eye.  Although known 
as a biparental mouthbrooder, my male barlowi never took up fry, 
but never harmed them either.

Apistogramma barlowi is an excellent species for hobbyists who 
have had experience with domestic species and want to try their 
hand at wilds.  Their unique parental behavior, ease of care, and 
outgoing personality make them a pleasure to keep.
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February 1991 – In his monthly message, President Tom Tota wrote 
about the club elections which had been held at the January (1991) 
meeting. All of the incumbents held their spots, except for one new 
addition at Second Vice President, Vita Lucas. Also, the club was 
having a plant growing contest, and participants who had gotten their 
Crypts back in September were asked to bring their specimens in for 
judging in February. Articles featured this month included: “The 
Psychology of Fish Keeping” by E.S. McEvoy, “The Eelien Nation” by 
Norm McEvoy, and the following exchange article::

Breeding the Rainbow Cichlid 
Bob Mussi, G.C.C.A.

The Rainbow Cichlid (Herotilapia multispinosa) is closely related 
to the Convict Cichlid. American Cichlids coming from South 
Central America are found in Costa Rica and the Great Lakes of 
Nicaragua. Fully grown they reach a length of 4.5 to 5 inches. 

 Sexing this species is not difficult as the dorsal fin on the 
female is short and rounded off at the end, while the male’s dorsal is 
elongated and pointed, extending to over one-half the length of the 
caudal fins. The anal and pelvic fins also have extensions, although 
not quite as pronounced. 

 A pair of Rainbow Cichlids was placed in a twenty gallon 
high tank containing gravel and a few flower pots. After a few days, 
the fish acclimated to the tank and regained their dark colour which 
they had lost in the process of being transferred. The male was 
observed cleaning the rock and later was joined in this task by the 
female. Spawning began the next afternoon. 

 During spawning the gold colour changed to bright yellow 
which contrasted sharply t the coal black patches. In addition, the 
eyes assumed an orange colour which rivaled any of the Africans. 
During the spawning both the male and female went through a 
number of colour changes. The lower half of the body would turn 
dark brown and then change back to yellow with a metallic blue 
belly. The pelvic fins became quite dark and as the light hit them, 
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they appeared to have a metallic sheen. 

 The male waited patiently and glided over the eggs, fertilizing 
them. Spawning lasted for over an hour and about three hundred to 
four hundred eggs were laid. They were reddish brown in colour 
and about 1mm in diameter.  Care of the eggs was shared by both 
parents. Hovering over the eggs they would fan them with their 
pectoral fins, hesitating on occasion to remove dirt or defective eggs. 

 It was interesting to watch how the parents mouthed the 
young and then expelled them into an overhanging branch of 
Nitella. If any fry attempted to swim away on their own they were 
immediately retrieved and brought back to the fold. 

 I now have over two hundred fry and feed them live baby 
brine and ground-up flakes. They grow quite fast and should be 
about one half inch in length at one month of age. I recommend 
feeding them three times a day with good quality flake food and 
changing half the water once a week. 
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Gallery
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Herotilapia multispinosa
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Odds 'n' Ends
events

March 6 H&DAS Spring Auction, Waterdown
March 27 Brant Aquarium Society Show and Auction

April 10 Durham Region Aquarium Society Show and Auction
May 20-23 CAOAC Convention - Brantford, Ontario

m eetings

February 10 February Meeting, "Seahorses"
March 10 March Meeting, "Setting up a Reef Aquarium"

April 14 April Meeting,  "Home Show"

Submissions

Articles are needed for every month's bulletin.  Topics can 
include breeding, nutrition, water quality, do-it-yourself 
techniques, and amusing anecdotes.  We have kicked off 
a new practice of using a hobbyist's photo for the cover 
of the e-bulletin.  Hobbyist photos are needed for future 
months' bulletins.  They do not need to be show quality fish 
or professional quality photos.  Please send submissions to 
bulletin@hdas.ca
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